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FOR

THE TEACHER
Each student book in the CARS Series II contains
five lessons, which include reading activities involving
a variety of literary genres. Each lesson provides a
two-page reading passage and 12 selected-response
questions (8 selected-response questions in Book A
and 6 selected-response questions in Book P and
Book AA). Each question focuses on a specific
reading strategy.

What is the Hawker Brownlow Education
5-Step Reading Program?
The first tier of the program is Comprehensive
Assessment of Reading Strategies, a diagnostic
reading series that allows you to identify and
assess a student’s level of mastery for each of
12 reading strategies (8 strategies in Book A
and 6 strategies in Book P and Book AA). The
second tier is Strategies to Achieve Reading
Success which provides remediation for strategies
in Comprehensive Assessment of Reading
Strategies. Comprehensive Assessment of Reading
Strategies II, the fifth tier of the program, is for
use after students have been diagnosed with
Comprehensive Assessment of Reading Strategies
and have been instructed with Strategies to Achieve
Reading Success.

In Comprehensive Assessment of Reading Strategies
II, Book P and Book AA, students receive followup assessment for the following 6 reading strategies:
• Finding the Big Idea
• Finding Details
• Putting Things in Order
• Understanding What Happens and Why
• Making a Guess
• Figuring Things Out

How do reading strategies differ from
reading skills?

What is in the student book?
Each student book contains
• five lessons; each lesson is based on a two-page
reading activity and includes 12 selectedresponse questions (8 selected-response
questions in Book A and 6 selected-response
questions in Book P and Book AA).
• one self-assessment form for students, which
they complete after Lesson 5.

According to Regie Routman (2000), strategies
are the thinking, problem-solving processes that
the learner deliberately initiates, incorporates
and applies to construct meaning. At this point,
the reading strategies become instinctively
incorporated into one’s reading. According to
Afflerbach et al. (2008), when a reading strategy
becomes effortless and automatic, the strategy has
become a skill. Reading skills operate without the
reader’s deliberate control or conscious awareness.

What is in the teacher guide for Book P and
Book AA?
Each teacher guide contains
• detailed suggestions and scripted instructions
for using Comprehensive Assessment of Reading
Strategies II effectively in the classroom.
• the Research Summary that supports
the CARS Series II.
• Understanding the Strategies, a three-page
resource for teacher use as a skill-review
summary. With teacher help, it can also be
used with students to reinforce the strategies
practised in the student book.
• three teacher assessments.
• a Class Performance Chart for recording
class results.
• a completed Answer Key.

What is Comprehensive Assessment
of Reading Strategies II (CARS Series II)?
Comprehensive Assessment of Reading Strategies II
is a diagnostic reading series that gives students
practice and self-assessment in 12 reading strategies
(8 strategies in Book A and 6 strategies in Book P
and Book AA). Comprehensive Assessment of
Reading Strategies II allows you to identify and
assess a student’s level of mastery for each of 12
reading strategies (8 strategies in Book A and 6
strategies in Book P and Book AA). This ten-level
program is designed for students in years prep to 8.
Comprehensive Assessment of Reading Strategies II is
designed to be used after students have been
diagnosed with Comprehensive Assessment of
Reading Strategies and have been instructed with
Strategies to Achieve Reading Success.
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SELF-ASSESSMENT
(page 13 of student book)

Where do students record their answers?
In Book P, students record their answers directly on
the page of the student book beside the questions.
When the CARS II P student book is completed,
total the number of correct responses for each
strategy. Then transfer these totals to Teacher
Assessment 1 to begin the assessment process.

After completing Lessons 1–5, students, with teacher
guidance, complete the self-assessment. Students
answer questions that require thoughtful responses.
The questions are designed to help students
• assess their performance.
• determine whether or not they are
experiencing difficulty.

What is the correction procedure?

Before beginning, be sure each student has a
student book open to page 13. For the selfassessment, students answer three questions about
Lessons 1–5.

For the best results, correct each lesson orally with
students immediately following its completion.
Explain concepts that students may not fully
understand. Discuss why correct answer choices
are correct and why the remaining choices are not
correct. If possible, elicit from students their
reasoning for choosing an incorrect answer.
Incorrect answer choices often include a variety of
misunderstandings about the question. Discussing
why choices are correct and incorrect will help
students identify and clarify how they approached a
particular strategy.

SAY: Open your book to page 13. (Pause
to make sure all students are on page 13.)
Put your finger on the number 1. The
directions say: Listen. Circle. Listen
carefully as I read aloud a question:
You did Lessons 1–5. How well do you
think you did?
Notice that the answers have both
pictures and words. Circle the letter of
the answer that best tells how you think
you did in Lessons 1–5. A is good. B is
did OK. C is could be better.

What forms of assessment are featured in the
CARS Series II, Book P, and how do I use them?
In addition to the reading activities and strategybased questions, Comprehensive Assessment of
Reading Strategies II contains one student selfassessment and three teacher assessments.

Pause as the students respond.
SAY: Put your finger on the number 2. The
directions say: Listen. Circle. Listen
carefully as I read aloud a question:

Student Assessments
Students become more successful in reading when
they assess their own performance against known
standards. Student self-assessment helps teachers
gain insight into a student’s measure of
performance. For Book P and Book AA, the teacher
will need to assist the students with the assessments.

How easy or hard were Lessons 1–5 for
you?
Circle the letter of the answer that best
tells how easy or hard Lessons 1–5 were
for you. A is easy. B is a little hard. C is
very hard.

Some difficulties that a student experiences are
often revealed through self-assessment, whereas
they had been previously unknown to you. Selfassessment focuses students on the process of
performance rather than the end result. For example,
in Comprehensive Assessment of Reading Strategies
II, students see how well they recognise and apply
reading strategies, rather than how many responses
are correct or incorrect. As a result, the selfassessments become a valuable tool for both student
and teacher.

Pause as the students respond.
SAY: Put your finger on the number 3. The
directions say: Listen. Circle. Listen
carefully as I read aloud a question:
Did you do the best job you could do on
Lessons 1–5?
Circle the letter of the answer that best
tells whether you did the best job you
could do on Lessons 1–5. A is yes. B is
did OK. C is could be better.
Pause as the students respond.
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GUIDED LESSONS

FOR

CARS SERIES II, BOOK P

LESSON ONE
(Student Book pages 2 and 3)
SAY: Open your book to page 2. (Pause to make
sure all students are on page 2.) The first
question is about finding the main or
big idea. Put your finger on the number
1. The directions say: Listen. Circle the
big idea. Look carefully at picture A and
picture B. Listen carefully as I read aloud
the following story:
Tiger scurried toward the nearest tree.
He had to get away from the danger
that lurked around the corner. The
neighbour’s dog was chasing him and
barking loudly. Tiger raced up the tree
and out of reach of the angry dog.

SAY: Turn to page 3. The fourth question is
about understanding what happens and
why. Put your finger on the number 4. The
directions say: Look. Circle. Look carefully
at the large picture. Then look at the two
smaller pictures across the page. Circle the
letter of the picture that shows why the girl
is wearing flippers and a snorkel.
Pause as the students respond.
SAY: The fifth question is about making a
guess. Put your finger on the number 5.
The directions say: Look. Circle. Look
carefully at the large picture. Then look at
the two smaller pictures across the page.
Circle the letter of the picture that shows
what most likely happened next.
Pause as the students respond.

Circle the letter of the picture that shows
what the story is mostly about.

SAY: The sixth question is about figuring
things out. Put your finger on the
number 6. The directions say: Look.
Circle. Look carefully at picture A and
picture B. Circle the letter of the picture
that shows many bees flying calmly near
the beehive.

Pause as the students respond.
SAY: The second question is about finding
details. Put your finger on the number
2. The directions say: Look. Circle. Look
carefully at picture A and picture B. Circle
the letter of the picture that shows a detail
that doesn’t appear in the other picture.

Pause as the students respond. Then discuss and
correct responses 4–6.
For number 4, the answer is B (girl swimming
underwater).
For number 5, the answer is A (waves washing over
the sandcastles).
For number 6, the answer is A (bees flying near beehive).
When the discussion is completed, ask the students
to close their book.

Pause as the students respond.
SAY: The third question is about putting things
in order. Put your finger on the number
3. The directions say: Look. Circle. Look
carefully at the three pictures across the
page. Circle the letter of the picture that
shows something that happened first.
Pause as the students respond. Then discuss and
correct responses 1–3.
For number 1, the answer is B (cat climbing a tree).
For number 2, the answer is A (the fifth duckling).
For number 3, the answer is C (woman peeling potatoes).
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